Sunstone Gathering for Worship

‘In person’ Risk Assessment Guidance:

All 'in person' attendees who have not been present on Friday or Saturday are strongly encouraged to take a Lateral Flow Test prior to attending.

The room will be well ventilated.

There will be no chair groupings, but seating will be spaced. If you wish to move your chair closer to people in your household, please do so.

It is strongly advised that you were masks when singing and moving around the room.

Hymn sheets will be provided, please re-cycle these at home as needed.

An offering/collection will not be taken in the worship. However, working with Sunstone UK we will acknowledge the collection for Afghan refugees.

Social conversation after the worship is encouraged outside.

Sacrament/Communion/Lord’s Supper

During the worship we will be sharing in the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper. Despite its different labels it has mutual importance to our faith groups. The prayers offered prior to partaking of the sacrament are similar, priesthood must lead the sacrament and certainly the opportunity to remember the sacrifice of Christ is common to us all. During COVID the logistics of the Lord’s Supper have been flexible. The universals of the sacrament remain constant whilst the particulars may vary according to the situation and needs of the group. Both provide us with the means to experience this encounter with the Divine.

During Sunstone worship after the prayers of blessing you will be asked to go to the table and take the bread and juice back to your seat. The bread will be in an individual cup case. Please leave your glass on the floor for collection after you have taken your drink.